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ABSTRACT
This paper presents the scheduling models for train 
platforming problem (TPP) by using mixed integer linear 
programming and job shop scheduling theory. First, the op-
eration procedures and scheduled time adjustment costs 
of different train types specific to busy complex passenger 
stations are explicitly represented. Second, a multi-criteria 
scheduling model (MCS) for TPP without earliness and tar-
diness time window (ETTW) and a time window scheduling 
model (TWS) with ETTW for TPP are proposed. Third, vari-
ous dispatching rules were designed by incorporating the 
dispatcher experiences with modern scheduling theory and 
a rule-based metaheuristic to solve the above model is pre-
sented. With solution improvement strategies analogous to 
those used in practice by dispatchers, the realistic size prob-
lems in acceptable time can be solved. 
KEY WORDS
busy complex passenger station; train platforming problem; 
job shop scheduling theory; dispatching rule;
1. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, rapid development of high-speed 
railway network and its integration with the existing 
passenger railway network has enhanced the intrica-
cy of train platforming problem in busy complex pas-
senger stations which has sustained high density in 
arrivals and departures, complexity in station layout 
and variety in train types. Automation level for the 
train routing assignment process in busy complex pas-
senger stations is still low. In the past decades, train 
platforming problem (TPP) has been researched sig-
nificantly to increase the work efficiency of dispatchers 
who manage dense traffic in busy complex passenger 
stations. Given the station layout and the arrival and 
departure times in draft timetable, TPP refers to the 
creation of platform track assignment plan in a busy 
complex station by finding a conflict-free resource 
assignment plan. According to Sels et al. (2014), the 
train routing problem can be categorized into strate-
gic, tactical and operational/real-time level [1]. Many 
researchers such as Dewilde et al. (2014) and Zhou 
et al. (2016) consider a combination and iteration of 
strategic and tactical level, namely, the feedback of 
unassigned trains on a tactical level to the following 
adjustment or even cancellation of their desired arrival 
or departure times at strategic level [2, 3]. However, 
Cacchiani et al. (2014) pointed out that an integrated 
approach is generally hopeless for real-world instanc-
es due to the complexity of train timetabling problem 
(TTP) and the TPP [4]. 
Most of the existing literature that dealt with train 
scheduling by using job shop scheduling theory (JSST) 
are focused on the timetabling and routing of railway 
corridors and networks, where the nodes between the 
block sections (intersections, meet points, stations, 
etc.) are implicitly or simply modelled as some special 
kind of block sections (e.g. station section). Mascis 
et al. (2002), D’Ariano et al. (2007) and Samà et al. 
(2015) applied the alternative graph (AG) as an effec-
tive tool to model train routing problem as blocking 
and no-wait job shop scheduling problems [5-7]. Quite 
different from blocking time theory in the AG model, 
most complex stations run with the route-locking sec-
tional-release interlocking system, and unscheduled 
stops are generally not allowed along consecutive 
track sections of the interlocking area (Corman et al. 
2009). According to Corman et al. (2009), the disag-
gregated model in which track segment is regarded 
as a no-store machine is optimistic approximation of 
sectional-release route locking operations; the aggre-
gated model that groups together the track sections 
is pessimistic approximation of sectional-release route 
locking operations [8]. In this paper, the TPP prob-
lem in busy complex stations as a job-shop problem 
with additional constrains that explain exactly the 
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dispatching rules are designed by incorporating the 
dispatcher experiences with modern scheduling theory 
and proposed metaheuristics to improve the solution 
quality. Further, we compare the impact of dispatching 
rules on good quality solutions of metaheuristics in ac-
ceptable computation times. 
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. 
Section 2 defines the related notions and depicts char-
acteristics of technical operations in busy complex 
passenger stations. Section 3 identifies train TPP as 
the job shop problem and sets up an MCS and related 
constrains for the TPP. Section 4 extends the MCS to 
real-time level by presenting a TWS for TPP with ETTW. 
Section 5 designs the dispatching rules and introduc-
es a rule-based metaheuristic algorithm to solve the 
above model. In Section 6, numerical experiments and 
the comparisons of the results are given. The paper 
concludes with a summary and discussion of some ex-
tensions for further research in Section 7.
2. CONCEPTS, ASSUMPTIONS AND 
NOTATIONS
In recent years, a lot of researchers such as Lus-
by et al. (2013) and Pellegrini et al. (2014) proposed 
resource-based (i.e. track-circuits) formulations and 
heuristics [12, 13]. However, none of the existing pa-
pers have a clear representation of different operating 
procedures of various train types specific to complex 
passenger stations. This section gives a detailed de-
scription of the concepts, assumptions and the opera-
tion processes of different train types in busy complex 
railway passenger stations.
2.1 Concept and assumption illustration in our 
TPP version
Passenger railway stations use a route-locking 
sectional-release interlocking system to ensure safety 
of train movements. When a train is at a point near 
a station, all track-circuits in the inbound route and 
platform track assigned to the train are claimed or 
reserved at the same moment in advance. Similarly, 
all the track-circuits of the outbound route assigned 
to a certain train are claimed at an instant before the 
train departs from the station. Most importantly, the 
track-circuits within the interlocking area are released 
one by one once the train rear has exited. Here, we 
define the occupation time interval of a resource as 
the time interval that starts from the claim time instant 
to the release time instant of the resource. The dis-
patchers usually proactively coordinate the speed of 
trains on open track and do not let trains stop or wait 
at the interlocking area, and the claim and release 
time instants of resources can be derived by sub-
tracting or adding the setup and running time of the 
sectional-release route-locking operations in complex 
stations are identified. Also, different operations of 
different train types conducted in complex passenger 
stations and different scheduled time adjustment pen-
alty cost function of different train types are represent-
ed, which is necessary for track-circuited formulation 
of TPP specific to complex stations.
Some researchers including Carey et al. (2003) and 
Carey et al. (2007) developed heuristics analogous 
to those successfully adopted by station dispatchers 
using manual methods [9, 10]. Station dispatchers 
usually assign one train to one track at a time, and 
then a conflict check is conducted to avoid conflict be-
tween the train and all the previously assigned trains. 
Although Carey et al. (2003) and Carey et al. (2007) 
experimented with different train orders such as ran-
dom order, chronological order and reverse chrono-
logical order when choosing the next train to consider 
for scheduling in complex passenger stations, other 
orders are ruled out. In the station with relatively low 
density of train arrivals and departures and simple sta-
tion layout, researchers such as Carey et al. (2003) 
think that the train order (dispatching rule) when 
choosing the next train to consider for scheduling is 
not important, especially when heuristic methods are 
used to further optimize the solution based on a cer-
tain dispatching rule. In this paper, we call the solution 
based on certain dispatching rules as rule solution 
(RS) in abbreviation. In complex passenger stations 
with a large number of platform tracks, most inbound 
and outbound routes are partially coincident and have 
a lot of intersections. Nevertheless, the number of un-
assigned trains increases with the growing density of 
arrivals and departures in complex passenger stations 
because the platform track and route resources are 
more limited. Thus, the order in which trains are con-
sidered when assigning platform tracks tend to affect 
not only the next few trains and may cause higher de-
gree of delay propagation in these complex and busy 
station area. As for complex and busy stations, the RS 
may be infeasible in practice due to the high density 
of train arrivals and departures and complex station 
layout, and the RS is often used as initial solution of 
heuristic algorithm which aims to further improve the 
feasibility and optimize the solution. The near optimal 
solution of heuristic algorithm is generally indepen-
dent of its initial solution without time limit. As the 
reassignment of platform tracks to trains are time-crit-
ical in real-time level, metaheuristic approaches are 
only permitted to run in limited iterations in order to 
meet the time requirement (Fang, 2015) [11]. Here, 
we will formulate the TPP problem in busy complex 
stations into special cases of job-shop problem based 
on fine granularity, and we will also exploit the struc-
ture of the job shop scheduling problem to get the best 
possible and feasible platform track assignment plan 
within limited computation time. In particular, various 
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stop through passenger trains (STHPTs) according to 
whether or not they will stop at the station. 
Here, we have the following assumptions: 
1) Multiple alternative inbound (outbound) routes 
lead the train from the entry (exit) point to a plat-
form track. 
2) The platform track assignment of trains is not fixed, 
and we can choose one platform track out of sever-
al alternative platform tracks. 
chosen routes or track-circuits from the actual arrival 
and departure time. 
According to different train services and techni-
cal operational processes, passenger trains can be 
classified into originating passenger trains (ORPTs), 
terminating passenger trains (TEPTs), turnaround pas-
senger trains (TUPTs), and through passenger trains 
(THPTs). Specifically, THPTs can be classified into 
non-stop through passenger trains (NSTHPTs) and 
Table 1 – Notations for general subscripts and input parameters
Symbol Description
xi Arrival time of train i in original timetable
x*i Arrival time of train i in actual timetable
yi Departure time of train i in original timetable
y*i Departure time of train i in actual timetable
tsf Standard service time of originating passenger trains
tzd Standard service time of terminating passenger trains
JidJ
Set of passenger trains indexed by i. n is the total number of trains within a given period  
of the timetable.
Jor Set of originating passenger trains
Jte Set of terminating passenger trains
Jtu Set of turnaround passenger trains
Jns Set of non-stop through passenger trains
Jst Set of stop through passenger trains
MkdM Set of all platform tracks indexed by k. Km is the total number of platform tracks.
ZpdP Set of all platforms indexed by p. Kp is the total number of platforms.
RldR Set of all routes indexed by l. Kr is the total number of routes.
SqdSet Set of all track-circuits indexed by q. Kq is the total number of track-circuits.
wi Weight of train i.
Cip Time cost of inconvenience of train i if train i is allocated to the not-preferred platform p.
J - M Mapping relationships between trains and platform tracks.
M - P Mapping relationships between platform tracks and platforms.
M - R Mapping relationships between platform tracks and routes
R - S - H Mapping relationships between routes and track-circuits.
Jatu - Jdtu Mapping relationships between ATUPTs and DTUPTs.
θi Limitation: number of the alternative platform tracks that are allowed to be claimed by train i
Qi Set of alternative platform tracks of train i
Qaik Set of alternative inbound routes for train i ending at platform track k 
Qdik Set of alternative outbound routes for train i starting from platform track k
Kl Number of track-circuits that make up route l
Setl
Set of track-circuits claimed sequentially by a train when the train goes through route l. 
Set Setl={Sl1, Sl2, ... Slh,..., SlK1 } is sequenced according to the interlocking chart.
Llh
If the track-circuit q(SqdSet) is the h-th track-circuit Slh  in Setl  claimed by train i when it goes through 
route l, then the length of the track-circuit is denoted by Llh(Llh=Lq).
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service time, the ORPT will start up and depart 
from the station. In this paper, the interferences of 
placing-in operations for TEPTs, taking-out opera-
tions for ORPTs and locomotive-changing operation 
for ATUPTs are not considered because the arrival 
and departure operations are given higher priority. 
2.2 Notations
This section presents the following notations used 
in the problem formulation. Tables 1 and 2 list general 
subscripts and input parameters. Table 3 describes de-
cision variables. 
3. MCS WITHOUT TIME-WINDOW 
CONSTRAINT
The job-shop scheduling problem is the problem of 
allocating machines to competing jobs over time and 
defining starting times and completing times of all the 
operations. If we regard the processing of trains (jobs) 
at the platform tracks (machines) as operations, then 
all trains follow the same operations through the inter-
locking area. One train can only be assigned with one 
platform track while one platform track can only pro-
cess one train at the same time, which corresponds 
to the assumption when we consider jobs on parallel 
machines. Track circuits and platforms can only be 
occupied by one train at occupation time interval and 
can be assigned to new trains once they are released. 
3) We assume that each platform track can accom-
modate one train at any time.
4) Carriage formation of passenger trains is relatively 
fixed. The mapping relationships between ATUPTs 
and DTUPTs can be acquired from the carriage 
turnover plan. An arrival turnaround passenger 
train (ATUPT) terminating at the station changes 
into a corresponding departure turnaround pas-
senger train (DTUPT) that will go back to the orig-
inating station by maintaining carriages in the as-
signed platform track and changing the locomotive 
position. To better formulate the problem and cal-
culate the platform track occupation time interval, 
we will integrate ATUPT and DTUPT that share the 
same carriages and the same platform track into 
one TUPT. The TUPT’s arrival time is the arrival time 
of its corresponding ATUPT in timetable, and the 
TUPT’s departure time is the departure time of its 
corresponding DTUPT in the timetable.
5)  After a TEPT stopping at its assigned platform track, 
all the passengers in this train will alight from the 
train within a standard service time, and shunting 
locomotives should be arranged to place the TEPT 
in the passenger carriages servicing depot or rail-
way passenger technical station. The TEPTs may 
be broken up and coupled in the technical station 
to make up ORPTs. Then, shunting locomotives 
should be arranged to take ORPTs out of the tech-
nical station to their assigned platform track. After 
boarding all the passengers within the standard 
Table 2 – Notation for data created during processing
Symbol Description
J' Processing sequencing list, J'={J'1,..., J'i, J'j;..., J'n}. For any different trains J'i  and J'j (i≠j), is prior to J'i
tkz The z-th occupation time interval of platform track k
G Unassigned train set
S(i,k) Variable for storing the claim (Start) time instant of platform track k(kdQik) by the train i.
F(i,k) Variable for storing the release (Finish) time instant of platform track k(kdQik) by the train i.
S(i,l,h,oikl) Variable for storing the claim time instant of track-circuit h(hdSet1) in route l(ldQaikjQdik) by train i.
F(i,l,h,oikl) Variable for storing the release time instant of track-circuit h(hdSet1) in route l(ldQaikjQdik) by train i.
ρk Total occupation times of platform track k
Table 3 – Decision variables
Symbol Description
oik 0-1 binary variable. If platform track k is claimed by train i, then oik=2; otherwise oik=0.
oikl
Route variable. If route l is claimed by train as an inbound route ending at platform track k, then 
oikl=1; if route is claimed by train i as an outbound route starting from platform track k, then oikl=2; 
otherwise oikl=0.
oiklq
0-1 binary track-circuit variable. If track-circuit q is claimed by train i as part of route l that is connect-
ed with platform track k, then oiklq=1; otherwise oiklq=0.
oip 0-1 binary platform variable. If platform p is occupied by train i, then oip=1; otherwise oip=0.
Di
0-1 binary variable of delayed train. If train Ji is not assigned to a complete route through the station, 
then Di=1; otherwise Di=0.
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tracks. From the station dispatchers’ perspective, 
the balanced use of resources such as platforms and 
track-circuits can reduce the delay possibility due to 
the maintenance time window for wearing switches 
and platform facilities and save idling losses of some 
not-preferred platforms and platform tracks. Thus, 
specific to the large number of platform tracks in com-
plex stations, the objective of balanced use of resourc-
es is presented. If platform track k is claimed by train 
i and it is the z-th occupation time of platform track k 
by trains, then the z-th occupation time interval of plat-
form track k is expressed by Equation 6. The balanced 
use level of station resources in railway passenger sta-
tion is expressed by Equation 7.
( , ) ( , )t F i k S i kk
z
= -  (6)
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Loss of time due to delay of jobs are denoted by 
χ.These three objectives are further combined by 
weighted summation into one hierarchical multi-objec-
tive Function 8 where λ1, λ2 and λ3 give the impor-
tance of each sub-objective.
( , , )F f f f f f f1 2 3 1 1 2 2 3 3m \ m m= + +  (8)
3.2 Constraints
The occupation time interval of train i claiming 
track-circuit q on route l that connected to platform 
track k and the occupation time interval of another 
train j claiming the same track-circuit q on route e that 
connected to platform track d should be non-overlap-
ping, otherwise conflicts in track-circuit q may occur. 
This constraint is expressed by Equation 9.
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The occupation time interval of train i claiming plat-
form track k and the occupation time interval of anoth-
er train j claiming the same platform track k should be 
non-overlapping, otherwise conflicts in platform track k 
may occur. This constraint is expressed by Equation 10.
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Constraint that each train i in set J can claim one 
platform track at the most is expressed by Equation 11.








Constraint that each train in set J can claim one 
platform at the most is expressed by Equation 12.
Thus, the station resources such as track-circuits and 
platforms can be regarded as constrained renewable 
resources. In the end, the TPP without ETTW can be 
regarded as job-shop scheduling problem with parallel 
machines and renewable resources constrains. 
A job i is characterized by its operation processing 
time pi. If the transversal of trains on platform tracks 
corresponds to the operations in job shop problem, the 
processing time of train i can be denoted by pi=y*i−x*i. 
Each job has attributes such as ready time ri and due 








































Therefore, the multi-criteria scheduling model 
(MCS) for TPP is denoted by the 3-field problem clas-
sification a│b│g (Graham et al., 1979) as shown in 
Equation 3.
(MCS)
, , , , , , , ,
, , ( , , )
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3.1 Objective function
The efficiency of a production system is measured 
by the total flow time of all jobs in the system (Alagöz 
et al., 2003) [14]. A number of cost criteria such as the 
total lateness and the number of jobs in the system 
are closely related to the total flow time of a sched-
ule. In this paper, total tardiness has been chosen as 
the most important cost criteria, and the first sub-ob-
jective is minimizing the weighted number of delayed 









As explained in Caprara et al. (2011), the total time 
cost of inconvenience to passengers if trains are al-
located to not-preferred platforms can be shown in 
Equation 5 [15]. 










However, the above preference may cause overuse 
of preferred platforms and platform tracks and idling 
losses of some not-preferred platforms and platform 
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Furthermore, let bai denote the unit earliness and 
tardiness penalty cost (UPC) of actual arrival time of 
NORPTs, and bdi denote the UPC of actual departure 
time of NTEPTs. Also, let bzi denote the UPC for the 
time of TEPTs’ carriages to depart from the recep-
tion-departure yard, and bsi denote the UPC for the 
time of ORPTs’ carriages to arrive at the reception-de-
parture yard. 
Therefore, the total penalty cost ftotal caused by ear-
liness or tardiness is expressed by Equations 15-19. The 
e is a binary variable of whether the train is running 
ahead of or behind the given timetable.
f f f f ftotal ai di si zi= + + +  (15)
f E T1ai ai ai ai
J J J Ji te tu st
b f f= + -
, ,6 !
^ ^ h h/  (16)
f E T1di i i i
J
d d d
J J Ji or tu st
b f f= + -
, ,6 !
^ ^ h h/  (17)
f E T1si si ai ai
J Ji or
b f f= + -
6 !
^ ^ h h/  (18)
f E T1zi zi di di
J Ji te
b f f= + -
6 !
^ ^ h h/  (19)
Cacchiani et al. (2014) pointed out that passen-
ger connections and mapping relationship between 
pairs of trains shared carriage are implicitly described 
already by the departure and arrival times in original 
timetable [4]. If the connected trains are retimed with-
in a certain ETTW, the UPC bai, bdi, bsi and bzi are all 
proportional to the train weight wi and inversely pro-
portional to its limitation θi. Also, the increasing rates 
of UPC are growing gradually with the increasing of the 
earliness or tardiness of arrival or departure times. If 
train’s actual arrival or departure time is beyond allow-
able given ETTW, then UPC tends to be infinite and un-
acceptable because passenger connections, carriage 
and crew management are severely affected. Based 
on the characteristics of technical operations for rail-
way passenger transport business, the variation trends 
for UPC with the change of actual arrival or departure 
time t for a given train are illustrated in Figure 1.
The illustration shows the different UPC variation 
trends for different train types when their arrival and 
departure times are adjusted within ETTWs.
In Figure 1a, for any NORPT i, [a0i,b0i] are the ETTW 
of arrival time. In Figure 1b, for any NTEPT i, [a1i,b1i] 
is ETTW of departure time. Generally, a train is not 
allowed to depart from station ahead of the timeta-
ble and is allowed to appropriately delay its depar-
ture time. Thus, the allowable earliness time interval 
[a1i, yi] is reduced to zero, and the ETTW is further re-
written as [yi, b1i]. 
For any ORPT i, [a2i,b2i], [a'2i,a2i] and [b2i, b'2i] are 
the punctuality time window, SETW and STTW of 








4. TWS BASED ON TIME WINDOW 
CONSTRAINT 
By using scheduling algorithm based on dispatch-
ing rules, RS of MCS can be achieved directly in a short 
time. The dispatchers usually change the platform 
track and route assignment or swap train processing 
list orders to increase the RS feasibility and further 
improve the solution quality. In case that solution im-
provement strategies are not effective enough in im-
proving RS feasibility, the dispatcher will co-ordinate 
the speed of trains on open track to retime the arrival 
or departure time of unassigned trains within ETTWs 
to increase the possibility of acquiring a feasible plat-
form track assignment plan. Many other researchers 
such as Caimi et al. (2012) and Dewilde et al. (2013) 
proposed different ways to retime the actual timeta-
ble in passenger station and took minimizing the costs 
due to violating original timetable as an important ob-
jective [16, 17]. Here, we will explicitly represent the 
retiming costs of different types of trains and make 
our objective more reasonable. 
If the dwelling time of ORPTs or TEPTs on platform 
track exceeds the allowable time window which re-
served redundant time for the shunting locomotives 
to place-in and take-out carriages, the station opera-
tion will be affected badly. Similar to the earliness time 
window of NORPTs and the tardiness time window of 
NTEPTs, the following two definitions are given. 
Definition 3.1 Similar earliness time window is 
used to describe the allowable time window for the 
platform track in the reception-departure yard to re-
ceive the carriages of ORPTs that are taken out of the 
passenger technical station. 
Definition 3.2 Similar tardiness time window is 
used to describe the allowable time window for the 
carriages of TEPTs to depart from the platform track in 
the reception-departure yard and go to the passenger 
technical station. 
Let Eai and Tai denote the earliness and tardiness 
of the actual arrival time x*i, respectively, and let and 
denote the earliness and tardiness of the actual de-
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where ξ1, ξ2, ξ3, ξ4, ξ5, ξ6 and ξ7 denote their adjust 
parameters for UPC. 
The TPP can be further regarded as just-in-time 
scheduling problem with ETTW on parallel machines 
with one of the objectives being to minimize the total 
weighted earliness and tardiness penalty cost sub-
ject to the constant renewable resource constrains as 
shown in Equation 24.
(TWS)
, , , , , , , , ,
, ,
, ,
Pm J r p c J M J J P
M R R S H ETTW f
F f f f







^ h  (24)
5. RULE-BASED METAHEURISTIC
This section gives some dispatching rules to solve 
the above MCS and TWS. A rule-based metaheuristics 
is also proposed in this section to improve the feasibil-
ity of RS and achieve the good quality solution within 
limited computation time.
5.1 Dispatching rules
For the basic scheduling problems, there are some 
basic dispatching rules for different objectives. Howev-
er, some dispatching rules refined from dispatcher’s 
experience also give us important inspiration to solve 
the TPP problem. In practical experience, the station 
dispatchers usually give priority to assignment of 
trains with the smallest number of alternative platform 
tracks, namely, the smallest limitation first dispatch-
ing rule (SL). Thus, those trains with bigger weight or 
arrival time for carriages of ORPT, respectively in 
Figure 1c. For any TEPT i, [a3i,b3i], [a'3i,a3i] and [b3i, b'3i] 
are the punctuality time window, SETW and STTW of 
departure time for carriages of TEPT, respectively in 
Figure 1d. As for ORPTs and TEPTs, the UPC are zero 
and the following operations of passenger carriages 
will be guaranteed if their carriages are placed in or 
taken out by locomotives within punctuality time win-
dow. 
Hence, Equations 20-23 can be further rewritten as 
,
f
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T x t b
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0 a’2i yi-tsf b’2i
 c) UPC vs. arrival time for ORPTs
a2i b2i
Figure 1 – UPC variation trends for different train types within time windows
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adjacent trains in one group set due to the same al-
ternative platform track and route set. Therefore, dis-
patchers usually swap platform track assignment of 
adjacent trains in one group set or swap train process-
ing list orders in one group set to generate a new solu-
tion, especially for those group sets with unassigned 
trains. By swapping the processing list order of unas-
signed train A with the order of another train B in the 
same group set, the dispatcher can give unassigned 
train a higher priority to occupy limited station resourc-
es, which gives higher possibility to reduce the number 
of unassigned trains. 
As discussed in Section 4, we also adjust the ar-
rival and departure times of unassigned trains within 
ETTWs in Step 5 of Algorithm 1 to increase the possi-
bility of acquiring a feasible train assignment plan.
Algorithm 1: Rule-based metaheuristic for TPP
Input: All the basic parameters listed in Table 1. UPC 
and time windows.
Output: the best possible platform track assignment 
plans, and values of objective functions.
Step 1: Initialization
Divide train set J into subsets. oik=0, oikl=0, oip=0, 
oiklq=0, ρk=0, Di=1. 
Step 2: Calculation of parameters
For each train in set J, compute claim and release 
time instants of the alternative platform tracks and 
track-circuits in all the alternative inbound or out-
bound routes.
Step 3: Sequencing for waiting-processing jobs
Select dispatching rules in Section 5.1 and work 
out the initial processing sequence list J' for all wait-
ing-processing jobs.
Step 4: Check the conflicts
For each train on list J', call Algorithm 2 to assign 
relative platform track, platform, inbound route, out-
bound route, track-circuits, and compute objective val-
ues of RSs.
Step 5: Adjustment and optimization
Step 5.1: Current and best-so-far solutions
Generate new incumbent solutions by adopting the 
solution improvement strategies and calling Algorithm 
2 to check the conflicts. If G≠∅, adjust unassigned 
trains actual time x*i or y*i with a short time interval (i.e. 
10 seconds) each time and adjust the claim and re-
lease time instants of related resources. Call Algorithm 
2 to recheck the conflicts.
If the new valid solution is superior to the best-so-
far one, then replace the latter one with the former 
one, and also renew processing sequencing list and 
values of objective function. Otherwise, the new in-
cumbent solution is accepted in a certain probability 
to make the metaheuristic escapes from local optimal 
solution and enhance the global search ability. 
smallest number of alternative platform tracks will be 
given higher priority to occupy limited platform tracks 
and route resources, which gives higher possibility of 
reducing the number of unassigned trains. 
Combining the rules elicited from the dispatcher ex-
perience with the dispatching rules for classic sched-
uling problems, we propose various dispatching rules 
as follows: earliest due date first (EDD), first in first out 
(FIFO), shortest processing time first (SPT), weighted 
SPT first (WSPT), weighted discounted SPT first (WD-
SPT) (Pinedo, 2008) [18], biggest weight first (BW), 
smallest limitation first (SL), FIFO-EDD, EDD-FIFO, 
WSPT-EDD, WSPT-FIFO-EDD, SL-FIFO-EDD, BW-SL-FIFO-
EDD, SL-BW-FIFO-EDD and w/θ -FIFO-EDD. (Symbol “-” 
means both rules are adopted at the same time and 
the former one is prior to the latter one.) 
5.2 Metaheuristics 
The complexity of the feasibility problem of train 
routing problem is studied in detail in Kroon et al. 
(1997) [19]. In particular, it turns out that the feasibil-
ity problem is solvable in polynomial time if each train 
has at the most two available route-deviation combi-
nations, and it is NP-complete if each train can have 
three available route-deviation combinations. Introduc-
ing additional constraints and variables such as time 
window, would increase the complexity to compute the 
optimal solution. The TPP with ETTW discussed in our 
paper is a large scale complex combinatorial optimi-
zation problem, and the major goal of the dispatchers 
turns to find the best possible platform track assign-
ment plan within limited computation time rather than 
find an optimal solution that takes a long computation 
time. Thus, we designed a rule-based metaheuristics, 
a kind of approximation algorithm, to find the good 
quality solution within reasonable amount of compu-
tation time.
Firstly, we can transfer the rule-based metaheuris-
tic into scheduling algorithm based on dispatching 
rules by eliminating Step 5 in Algorithm 1. To further 
increase the RS feasibility, the dispatchers usually use 
the platform track changing strategy and intra-group 
swap strategy in Step 5 in Algorithm 1.
Rather than simply changing the route in the alter-
native inbound (outbound) route set to avoid conflicts, 
the dispatchers are more focused on changing plat-
form track assignment, and the inbound or outbound 
route that is dependent on platform track will also be 
changed. 
The same type of trains can be allocated to one 
group set and assigned to the same alternative plat-
form track set because they have similar operating 
procedures and service requirement of platform facili-
ties. Conflicts are more likely to happen between those 
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Step 3: Platform assignment
If oik=1, then platform p which satisfies the map-
ping relationships M-P is also claimed by the given 
train i, namely oip=1.
6. COMPUTATIONAL TESTING AND RESULTS
In this section, we verify the above model and al-
gorithm through experimental study of TPP in a busy 
complex passenger station and give the results of test-
ing. Based on models and algorithms proposed in this 
paper, we have developed a Platform-track Utilization 
Decision Support System (TUDSS) by Visual Basic, C# 
and secondary development for AutoCAD. The sys-
tem has been used in several passenger stations, i.e. 
Guangzhou East Railway Station.
6.1 Data used in computational testing
As shown in Figure 2, the Guangzhou East Railway 
Station has 14 platform tracks, 7 platforms, 4 lines in 
Shenzhen direction and 2 lines in Guangzhou direc-
tion. In the interlocking chart of the station, there are 
317 inbound and outbound routes and 105 track-cir-
cuits. The station has 264 arrival and departure trains 
in the timetable from 18:00 pm to 18:00 pm on the 
very next day, including 86 THPTs, 74 pairs of ORPTs 
and TEPTs and 15 pairs of ATUPTs and DTUPTs accord-
ing to carriages turnover plan. The schematic layout for 
Guangzhou East Railway Station includes directions, 
platforms and so on.
6.2 Results and analysis
6.2.1 The impact of dispatching rules on solutions 
For TPP in Guangzhou East Railway Station, the ob-
jective values for RSs are illustrated in Table 5. 
In Table 5, it can be concluded that RSs can be 
acquired within 3,000 ms. The average sub-objective 
values of different dispatching rules are illustrated in 
Figure 3. For the weighted number of delayed trains, 
rule 7 provides a much better solution than those of 
any other rules, and also we can see that the RS based 
on rule 7 is around 30% better than the one  based on 
rule 8 (FIFO-EDD) that is commonly used in existing pa-
pers such as Carey (2003) [9]. For the platform track 
preference, rules 6 and 12 provide better solutions 
than those of any other rules. The RS based on rule 
5 provide worst solution for the weighted number of 
delayed trains, but it provides the best solution for the 
balanced use of resources. Thus, we can found that 
disparities between the RSs based on different rules 
are quite obvious in a busy complex passenger station 
and that the same dispatching rule may provide differ-
ent results for different sub-objectives.If we set 100 
iterations (around 4 minutes) as termination condition 
Step 5.2: Judgment of algorithm termination condi-
tions
If algorithm termination conditions are satisfied, 
the algorithm ends with the best-so-far solution as the 
good quality solution. Otherwise, go to Step 5.1.
Algorithm 2: Conflicts check algorithm
Input: train i.
Output: platform track, platform, inbound route, out-
bound route assigned to train i and their claim and re-
lease time instants.
Step 1: Select a platform track
Select a platform track k in set Qi. If no more plat-
form track k existed in the set Qi can satisfy the con-
straint that platform track k should be clear during 
the occupation time interval [S(i,k), F(i,k)], then JidG, 
Di=1; oik=0; and reasons for not being assigned are 
also recorded. End Algorithm 2. 
If JidJor(Qaik≠∅), then go to Step 1.2; otherwise go 
to Step 1.1. 
Step 1.1: Platform track and inbound route assign-
ment
Select an inbound route l in set Qaik. To assign plat-
form track k in set Qi and inbound route l in set Qaik to 
a given train i, the condition that all the track-circuits 
q in inbound route l should be clear during the occu-
pation time interval [S(i,l,q,oikl), F(i,l,q,oikl)] should be 
satisfied. 
If feasible inbound route in set Qaik does not exist, 
select a new platform track in Step 1. If there is an in-
bound route l in set Qaik satisfying the above conditions, 
then platform track k and inbound route l are assigned 
to given train i. There are the following two conditions:
Step 1.1.1: If JidJte(Qdik≠∅), then ρk=ρk +1; Di=0; oik=1; 
oikl=1 ; and oiklq=1(6SqdSetl). Go to Step 2.
Step 1.1.2: If JidJtujJst jJns, then go to Step 1.2.
Step 1.2: Outbound route assignment
Select an outbound route e in set Qdik. To assign 
outbound route e in set Qdik, for given train i all track-cir-
cuits q in outbound route e should be clear during the 
occupation time interval [S(i,e,q,oike), F(i,e,q,oike)].
If feasible outbound route in set Qdik does not exist, 
select a new platform track in Step 1. If there is an out-
bound route e in set Qdik satisfying the above condition, 
then there are the following two conditions:
Step 1.2.1: If JidJor(Qaik ≠∅), then outbound route e is 
assigned to train i; ρk=ρk +1; Di=0; oik=1; oike=2; and 
oikeq=1(6SqdSete). Go to Step 2.
Step 1.2.2: If  JidJtu Jst Jns, then outbound route l is 
assigned to train i; ρk=ρk +1; Di=0; oik=1; oikl=1; 
oiklq=1(6SqdSetl); oike=2; and oikeq=1(6SqdSete) . 
Go to Step 2.
Step 2: Occupation time interval of selected platform 
track 
Compute the incumbent total occupation time of 
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in Step 5.2 of Algorithm 1, the good quality solution of 
metaheuristics is shown in Table 6.
The good quality solutions of MCS is around 14% 
better than the RSs of MCS, which proves that the 
combination of two solution improvement strategy is 
effective to optimize the RS in limited computation 
time. Within short computation time, the good qual-
ity solution based on rule 7 with combined solution 
improvement strategy is around 25% better than the 
good quality solution of rule 8 with platform chang-
ing strategy which is commonly used in existing pa-












































Figure 2 – Schematic layout for Guangzhou East Railway Station















1 EDD 2,137 346.6 276.5 1,108.2 370.7
2 FIFO 2,355 395.7 285.1 1,019.5 409.8
3 SPT 2,123 264.6 401.6 1,251.0 341.3
4 WSPT 2,276 323.2 371.7 1,247.9 379.1
5 WDSPT 1,984 646.4 346.4 912.1 599.6
6 BW 2,785 419 254.4 1,370.7 418.6
7 SL 2,459 200 368.2 1,182.3 282.7
8 FIFO-EDD 2,068 400 274.3 1,023.7 406.2
9 EDD-FIFO 2,065 359 287.6 1,118.1 382.7
10 WSPT-EDD 2,165 286.8 329.5 1,248.5 343.4
11 WSPT-FIFO-EDD 2,142 297.2 338.1 1,247.7 352.9
12 SL-FIFO-EDD 2,297 517.6 256.5 1,007.4 489.8
13 BW-SL-FIFO-EDD 2,035 423.2 392.5 1,054.3 448.6
14 SL-BW-FIFO-EDD 2,354 580.2 299.3 964.1 543.2
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Figure 3 – Sub-objective values of RSs and the sub-
objective values of RSs in MCS without ETTW
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average level, respectively. For instance, the solution 
convergent speed for TWS is much slower under dis-
patching rule 14 (cf. Figure 5). In Figure 5, the horizontal 
axis represents the computing times while the verti-
cal axis represents variation of the first sub-objective 
solution under the same rule is great in busy complex 
passenger stations within limited computation time 
and combined solution improvement strategy is of sig-
nificant importance.
In the following analysis, we will analyse the weight-
ed number of delayed trains as the first and most im-
portant sub-objective. Figure 4 compares good quality 
solutions of MCS and TWS under different dispatching 
rules if we set 35 min computing time as termination 
condition in Step 5.2 of Algorithm 1. The illustration 
compares the good quality solutions of MCS and good 
quality solutions of TWS under different dispatching 
rules.
For different dispatching rules, the good quality 
solutions for TWS are generally better than those for 
MCS, and the former are around 15% better than the 
latter in terms of their good quality solutions on the 
Table 6 – Comparison between RSs of MCS and the good quality solution solutions of MCS (100 iterations)
Rule No. RS Good quality solution of combined strategies Good quality solution of platform track changing strategy
1 370.7 336.29 347.01
2 409.8 371.53 359.53
3 341.3 307.15 317.61
4 379.1 308.82 333.3
5 599.6 480.11 470.64
6 418.6 355.44 309.73
7 350.2 276.55 306.41
8 406.2 363.69 368.31
9 382.7 342.29 324.62
10 343.4 316.59 300.78
11 352.9 320.73 320.71
12 489.8 370.92 360.68
13 448.6 425.75 420.47
14 543.2 387.74 359.33

















































Figure 4 – The good quality solutions comparison between 
MCS and TWS
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delay, and differences between the average objective 
values of RSs are much more obvious (as shown in 
Table 4) in passenger stations with more intense occu-
pation of platform tracks.
Also, some of the stations in other countries, i.e. 
UK, have platform tracks that can accommodate more 
than one train at the same time; some trains can be 
cancelled occasionally in advance; and most passen-
gers can take many trains at certain station by “peak-
time tickets” or “off peak-time tickets”. In China, trains 
cannot be cancelled except for the nature disasters 
and other uncontrollable reasons, because passen-
gers must take a given train at certain time interval 
and certain station according to their tickets. Although 
there are more strict limitations in China than in other 
countries, the proposed dispatching rules can be also 
applied into other different passenger stations both in 
China and other countries.
7. CONCLUSIONS 
In this paper, we identified TPP in busy complex 
passenger stations as special cases of job shop 
scheduling problem and presented track-circuits 
based formulations for TPP. Firstly, we represent dif-
ferent operations of different train types conducted in 
complex passenger stations and propose a microscop-
ic simulation of train movements in interlocking area, 
which is necessary for track-circuited formulation of 
TPP specific to complex stations. Secondly, specific to 
complex stations, we built MCS with an objective that 
combined sub-objective of platform track preferences 
with sub-objective of balanced use of platform tracks. 
Thirdly, we built TWS to formulate the TPP in operation-
al level and explicitly represented the UPCs of different 
train types. Fourthly, we design dispatching rules by in-
corporating classic scheduling theory with experience 
of dispatchers and compared the RSs based on those 
rules. Fifth, we also introduced combined solution 
improvement strategies analogous to manual meth-
od used in practice by dispatchers in the rule-based 
metaheuristic to get good quality solution within limit-
ed computation time. 
Notably, we can also explore the impact of dis-
patching rules on the sub-objective of robustness. Fur-
ther, we will try to integrate the timetable of placing-in 
and taking-out operations with the timetable of arrival 
and departure operations in the future research.
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value of best-so-far solution with computing times. 
When computing times are longer than 3,000,000 
ms, the good quality solution of TWS is better than 
the good quality solution of MCS as shown in Figure 5. 
Therefore, we had better choose TWS with ETTW when 
we make long-term platform track assignment plans 
such as daily plans (24 hour) and shift plans (12 hour). 
When computing times are less than 3,000,000 ms, 
the good quality solution of MCS is better than the 
good quality solution of TWS as shown in Figure 5. The 
acceptable time for making a stage plan (4-hour or 
3-hour platform track assignment plan) is about 20 
minutes (around 1,200,000 ms in Figure 5). Suitable 
dispatching rules that can achieve a good RS of MCS 
(TWS) definitely will help us get a better good quality 
solution of MCS (TWS) within limited computation time. 
Therefore, we had better choose MCS for TPP without 
considering ETTW and choose suitable dispatching 
rules to access a relatively good solution within limited 
computation time when we make short-term platform 
track assignment plans. The illustration compares the 
solution convergent speed of MCS and TWS under dis-
patching rule 14.
6.2.2 Expandability analysis of the proposed 
approach
The passenger stations in China can be catego-
rized into high-speed railway stations and existing 
passenger stations. High-speed railway stations are 
featured by single train type, high platform and shorter 
dwell time (i.e. 2 min). However, the existing passenger 
stations have many various train types, different types 
of platforms and longer dwell times. 
Furthermore, we have tested the model and algo-
rithm in a station in High-speed Railway network. Tielin 
West station is a high-speed railway station with two di-
rections, six tracks and four platforms. In timetable of 
the station, there are 82 arrival and departure trains, 
including 28 THPTs and 26 pairs of ORPTs and TEPTs. 
For TPP in Tielin West Railway Station, we can find 
that the average objective values of RSs (11.45 min) 
are the same for Tielin West Railway Station which is 
sparse in arrivals and departures, simple in station 
layout and single in train types. The only difference be-
tween solutions based on different dispatching rules 
is the average computing time, i.e. the average com-
puting time for dispatching rules 1, 3 and 15 are 566, 
965, 1,332 mm, respectively. For TPP in Guangzhou 
East Railway Station, the average objective values of 
RSs are illustrated in Table 4. In busy passenger sta-
tions with more intense occupation of platform tracks, 
the number of unassigned trains increases with den-
sity of arrivals and departures in timetable because 
the platform track and route resources are more limit-
ed. Thus, the order in which trains is considered when 
assigning platform tracks may cause higher degree of 
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